Secure, Electronic
Fingerprint Archive
Fingerprint Archive & Management
DataWorks Plus’ NIST Manager Plus is an archiving system that electronically stores, forwards, retrieves, and
prints ten-print cards and all associated data. NIST Manager Plus seamlessly interfaces with your live scan and
booking systems. As records are created through your live scan, an electronic copy is automatically created within
the NIST archive. The system allows you to search, view, edit, compare, or print any data that is stored on the NIST
Manager Plus database.

Never File a Ten-Print Card Again…


24/7 access from any networked PC



Eliminates need to print and manually file ten-print cards



Store and forward to state or local AFIS



Capture, import, and add ten-print record images from the
live scan or flat bed scanner.



Capture and add other images and data:
 Fingerprints
 Palm Prints
 Photos
 Demographic Data
 Electronic Signatures
 Document Images



Use data to perform 1:1 and 1:N searches



Side-by-side comparisons of fingerprints



Search on any field



Print single or dual-sided ten-print cards to FBI-certified
printer



Fully compliant with state and federal standards and
requirements

Compliant with state & federal
standards
Never file a fingerprint card
again.
24/7 access from any networked
PC.
Search

Return on Investment in less than 1 year from
lower printing costs alone.

A Leader in Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice Technology
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NIST Manager Plus - - Secure Archive
Search & Retrieve
Retrieve records by searching on any
combination of data fields. Arrest
numbers, dates, NCIC class, as well as
any other available fields can be used.

Easy-to-Use Interface
Demographic data and the entire
ten-print image array are presented
in a unified display. If saved with
the record, mugshots or other
images may also be viewed.

Advanced Comparison
Compare ten-prints or individual
fingerprints and slaps. Fingerprints can
also be viewed side-by-side for a more
detailed comparison.

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the
productivity, efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for
mobile identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image
management, live scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management,
and fusion centers.
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